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Abstract

Systems medicine holds many promises, but has so far provided only a limited number of proofs of principle. To address
this road block, possible barriers and challenges of translating systems medicine into clinical practice need to be identified
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and addressed. The members of the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action CA15120 Open
Multiscale Systems Medicine (OpenMultiMed) wish to engage the scientific community of systems medicine and multiscale
modelling, data science and computing, to provide their feedback in a structured manner. This will result in follow-up white
papers and open access resources to accelerate the clinical translation of systems medicine.
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Introduction

Human health and disease are characterized by a complex inter-
play of multiple factors, from the genome to the exposome. For
many complex diseases, a sufficiently detailed understanding of
the underlying mechanisms has remained elusive, and therefore,
the development of effective cures continues to be major challenge.
The socioeconomic burden (morbidity, mortality, financial cost) of
complex diseases thus remains high and is likely to grow within
Europe’s aging population. Systems medicine is an emerging inter-
disciplinary framework that aims to improve our understanding,
prevention and treatment of complex diseases by integrating
knowledge and data across multiple levels of biomedical organiza-
tion [1] (see also Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary
Table S1 for further references). It represents the implementation
of systems biology approaches in medical concepts, research and
practice, where the outcome is measurable improvement of patient
health. The clinical and societal drivers of systems medicine in-
clude (i) mechanism-based drugs combined with patient stratifica-
tion approaches; (ii) biomarkers and their multidimensional
combination; (iii) rational design of therapies; and (iv) reduction of
discovery, development and healthcare costs [2, 3].

The ultimate challenge and vision of multiscale systems
medicine is a radical paradigm shift, from a scale-specific re-
ductionistic to multiscale systems medicine. To facilitate this
process, the European Cooperation in Science and Technology
(COST) Action CA15120 Open Multiscale Systems Medicine
(OpenMultiMed) has been initiated [4], in synergy with other
European systems medicine/biology research and infrastructure
efforts, e.g. Coordinating Systems Medicine across Europe
(CASyM), European Association of Systems Medicine (EASyM)
and Infrastructure for Systems Biology in Europe (ISBE). The two
elements of CA15120 represent the main specific S&T challenge:

• To develop novel multiscale systems medicine concepts, meth-

ods and technologies that provide effective, efficient and eco-

nomical solutions for emerging and future approaches to

multiscale systems medicine.
• To develop a transdisciplinary multiscale systems medicine

framework that integrates systems medicine, multiscale model-

ling, multiscale data science and multiscale computing at the

level of research, education and training.

It is agreed that a major challenge of today’s medicine is coping
with the technological revolution, specifically with the applica-
tion of the big data approach to massive information stored in
multiple formats, at different clinical sites, and with sensitive
ethical issues. The goal is to integrate this within the everyday
clinical practice in the benefit of the patient. This integration
will likely be a long process, partially because of drawbacks in
the current medical and other higher education programmes
that do not cover adequately the aspects of data-driven and
multimodal next-generation human medicine.

This last aspect is worth highlighting: to tackle the chal-
lenges inherent in the future healthcare and systems medicine,
researchers and clinicians will have to join efforts, using a

shared conceptual framework and highly interdisciplinary
approaches. This is nevertheless far from trivial, as different dis-
ciplines seldom share the same language in tackling problems. If
having a single review of the state of the art might prima facie
seem as a good starting point to synchronize and homogenize all
knowledge in the field, a previous step is essential: clinical
researchers should be able to pose questions and demands to the
next generation of scientists, and vice versa. In this opinion art-
icle, we present OpenMultiMed’s effort to achieve such commu-
nication. We discuss four questionnaires, aimed at gathering
feedbacks from the community, and review their main themes.
We further invite all readers to participate in this collective effort,
which we hope will help materialize the large number of systems
medicine’s promises into concrete achievements.

Exploring the barriers and challenges of
multiscale systems medicine

The dialogue we here aim at achieving requires the inputs from
different scientific disciplines: systems medicine, including
clinical expertise, multi scale modelling, multiscale data science
and multiscale computing. For the sake of simplicity, four dif-
ferent questionnaires have been created (see Table 1 for access
links), whose content is reviewed in this section. Note that, be-
side strictly scientific questions, we also gather aggregated
background and geographical information of researchers, to en-
sure a correct stratification and the absence of biases in the
results. To verify the quality and accessibility of the question-
naires, we conducted two trials, first involving few members of
the OpenMultiMed action for then opening to the full consor-
tium, whose feedbacks have been used to add new questions
and improve the global user experience. Participants are going
to be rewarded by listing their names as part of the consortium
of scientific collaborators, which will be one of the co-authors of
all manuscripts based on the use of the collected data.

Systems medicine

We are facing a technological revolution, where we can screen
individual human genomes, measure numerous biochemical
parameters of the blood and tissues and search organs by imag-
ing techniques, resulting in enormous amounts of data from
humans with multifactorial diseases. However, the techno-
logical and information revolution has so far only barely

Table 1. Access to the four questionnaires—also available through
the OpenMultiMed Web portal [3]

Topic Questionnaire URL

Systems medicine https://goo.gl/forms/uyjONFlVfeSZzc5y1
Multiscale modelling https://goo.gl/forms/wipuMU8Af1d8QE6y2
Multiscale data science https://goo.gl/forms/Nbme7OxFFeH3fDB32
Multiscale computing https://goo.gl/forms/Etb9r2iZe92i5UmF2
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influenced the clinics. A key fact is that most patients with com-
mon diseases are still treated in a rather one-dimensional or
standardized manner not taking the individual complexity of
multifactorial diseases into account, which is a challenge to
modern healthcare, causing both suffering and enormous costs
[5]. Only a global (systems) view on physiology and pathophysi-
ology, where data sets from distinct fields of science, at differ-
ent scales and set-ups are combined, from heterogenous
populations of patients, model organisms, in different time
frames, modes of sample analyses, etc., can bring a major step
forward. This has recently been exemplified, e.g. in novel drug
target identifications and treatment options [6–8].

Another difficult aspect is the quality and content of the data-
bases used in clinical and basic research [9]. Their content is sub-
ject to constant torrent of novel data sets, whereas past data sets
are being discarded through curation and quality control.
Although complete data sets encompassing sequence and meta-
data information at the levels of genomes are progressively being
deposited to public databases, there are multiple ethical restric-
tions for human data. Additionally, proteomic, post-translational
and metabolomic levels are frequently missing; hence, in most
cases, preventing the assembly of data sets amenable for complex
multiscale analyses required for improved medicine. In essence,
we are talking about data limitations, despite an increasing quan-
tity of data, and the problem of reproducibility. Hence, we call for
a more concerted way of organizing multiscale systems medicine
research, as it is initiated already in certain subfields like cancer
research, with The Cancer Genome Atlas [10] serving as platform
for molecular and clinical data sets.

In cancer, no longer organ-based disease definitions are
used. In contrast, all major non-communicable and chronic dis-
ease definitions rely on an apparent symptom (hypertension;
asthma; depression), the affected organ (heart failure, retinop-
athy, nephropathy, etc.) or the name of a doctor (Parkinson;
Alzheimer). Drug discovery often relies on correcting symptoms
or normalizing risk factors (e.g. blood cholesterol; glucose; blood
pressure) assuming that by modulating a surrogate parameter
or risk factor, the relevant outcome (e.g. prevention of a heart
attack, stroke or death) will also be achieved. But neither symp-
toms nor risk factors are mechanistic definitions of a disease. In
fact, in most cases, we do not understand what exactly causes a
disease phenotype. Exceptions are rare diseases, where a pre-
cise (often single and severe) mutation is known and sometimes
a specific therapy is available. If all diseases will be mechanis-
tically defined, it is predicted that all diseases, also those that
are currently labelled as ‘common’ diseases, will become rare
diseases. This implies that we need to achieve entirely different
disease definitions as today. The use of such 18th/19th century
disease definitions explains why 20th/21st century techniques
such as multi-omics have still not achieved major break-
throughs and applications in clinical medicine.

The systems medicine concept constitutes thus a paradigm
shift that should initially be dominated by integrative types of
analyses (meta-analyses of existing fragmentary data) to gener-
ate predictive and hypothesis-generating mathematical models,
as recently exemplified for liver pathologies [11] and chronic
immune disorders [12] and eventually their clinical application
in new drugs and diagnostics. The final aim is to understand
human disease at the systems level, and predict the progression
and treatment options for each individual patient. This concept
of integrative meta-analyses should be deemed as the new fron-
tiers of a systems approach.

The human genome contains about 19 000 genes [13] and a
proteomic potential of 106 proteins with innumerable post-

translational modifications creating a vast diversity of functions
and regulatory processes. Another level of complexity is caused
by the dynamic processes of metabolism with about 4000 me-
tabolites in human serum and the complex interactions with
commensal microbes. All these different data, comprising genes,
proteins, regulatory RNAs, as well as metabolites have to be com-
bined with clinical data for sufficiently large groups of individuals
to enable a more systematic view of human physiology. To
achieve this, novel tools of analysis and visualization are needed
to elucidate the underlying molecular disease networks and to
identify crucial disease hubs suitable for therapeutic interven-
tions (Figure 1). To further catalyse an advancement of systems
medicine and to obtain an overview of the current state, expect-
ations, needs and visions, and to achieve coherence and coopera-
tivity in the community, an online questionnaire has been set up
to collect feedback from scientists in the field (Table 1).

Multiscale modelling

Mathematical and computational models allow formalizing our
mechanistic knowledge of biological systems through sets of
rules and equations, which can be simulated or analysed taking
advantage of the computational power nowadays available [15]
(see also ‘Multiscale computing’ section). Modelling efforts in
systems biology originally started in the lower part of the com-
plexity spectrum, focusing on isolated regulatory, signalling or
metabolic pathways. The development of systems biology into
systems medicine brought us to a state where much more com-
plex systems has to be analysed and understood in the context
of pathogenesis. Some diseases will require to consider the
whole human body as the right scale to understand and fight
them.

Avoiding complexity is not a viable option, as processes at a
molecular level have to be linked with the behaviour of tissues,
entire organs or even the whole organism. This is for instance
the rationale for the interplay between individual cells and
organism-level pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics mod-
els [16]. Different types of molecular and cellular processes
(metabolism, signalling, gene regulation networks, cell-to-cell
communication, etc.) require the use of distinctive modelling
approaches (e.g. stoichiometric, kinetic or boolean models).
However, considering a biomedical problem from different or-
ganizational (molecular interactions, cells, tissues, etc.) and
time (from femtoseconds to minutes, to years) scales and inter-
link them will require constructing complex, multiscale and po-
tential hybrid models. In other words, having a modular system
in which the monolithic problem is split into smaller, intercon-
nected fragments [17].

Such change in strategy entails several challenges, which
are dealt with in the second questionnaire. The questionnaire is
about analysing the features of multiscale models currently
used in systems medicine, and compare them with those de-
veloped in other fields like astrophysics, process engineering or
geophysics. The underlying idea is to extract the common and
distinctive key features of multiscale modelling across scientific
disciplines. Further, the modelling of biological events spanning
different organizational levels requires the use of different mod-
elling frameworks because of the nature of the processes inves-
tigated and the features of the experimental data available.
Thus, one may need to develop hybrid models combining differ-
ent modelling frameworks at different scales. The question-
naire deals with the analysis of multiscale hybrid modelling
strategies used in systems medicine now or in a next future.
Specifically, we foresee that a community effort is needed to
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create standards, procedures and tools for interlinking models
at different scales, dynamics, locations and other dimensions.
This would enable re-using the existing models in larger con-
structs, facilitating the coordinated development of interlink-
able and specialized Lego-like modelling building blocks.

Multiscale data science

The concept of data analysis is an old one, stemming from the
classical fields of statistical learning [18], Bayesian statistics and
machine learning [19]; yet, the application of analysis tech-
niques to large sets of real data has only recently emerged,
thanks to the advances in computation and storage capabilities.
Data science holds the prospect of generating new knowledge
about diseases and their cures, thus enabling an evolving and
learning medicine [20]. Yet, as any new paradigm, it also faces
several important challenges and barriers, slowing down its
adoption by the community. First, data science has no well-
defined boundaries: it leverages on and integrates several dis-
ciplines, from computer science and user interaction, to applied
mathematics. The practitioner should thus be aware of multiple
techniques, many of them outside his or her core expertise.
Secondly, these techniques have initially been developed for
tackle other problems, and as such their adaptation gives birth
to multiple problems. For instance, topics like ethics [21] and
data confidentiality [22], secondary in other fields, are of utmost
importance in medicine. The aim of the third questionnaire is
2-fold: (i) to review what are the data analysis techniques ex-
pected by the community to be key in the next years, and (ii) to
identify the problems commonly encountered by practitioners.
Detailed information on modelling approaches is gathered.

Multiscale computing

Multiscale computing encompasses all computational chal-
lenges regarding multiscale modelling and multiscale data sci-
ence. The challenges involve the technical coupling of different
simulation models, integrative computational algorithms,

multiscale data processing and analytics at scale, and doing all
this using large-scale computer infrastructures. A multiscale
simulation consists of two or more submodels, each operating
on its unique temporal and spatial scale [23]. Multiscale com-
puting has met its suitable implementation infrastructure in
the Cloud computing paradigm, which contains shared comput-
ing resources, providing high processing power [24]. The re-
sources required by the deployed services, such as CPU power,
internal memory and network load, are allocated on demand,
providing an autonomous and highly dynamic scalable environ-
ment. This paradigm however is suitable only if the sub-model
components are only loosely interconnected in terms of dynam-
ical evolution, otherwise other ‘classical’ high-performance
computing solutions are to be preferred.

Multiscale computing in systems medicine has grown stead-
ily in the past decades [25], and researchers now recognize that
many of the challenges in multiscale computing transcend dis-
ciplinary boundaries. Although there are a range of discipline-
specific toolkits (e.g. VPH Hypermodelling Framework [26]), in
recent years, portable and generic tools to facilitate multiscale
computing are becoming more prevalent. For example, the
MUSCLE2 coupling toolkit [27] has been applied to climate, fu-
sion, astrophysics and biomedicine models. Likewise, workflow
engines such as Kepler [28], formalisms such as the multiscale
modelling and simulation framework [23] and generic para-
digms such as hierarchical multiscale modelling [29] and multi-
scale computing patterns [30] are finding uptake across
different scientific domains. Future challenges in multiscale
computing include the effective mapping of these applications
at high-end computational resources, as well as quantifying the
error of such models [31]. In addition, the complexity involved
in deploying and using these applications in computational re-
search has led to the development of new automation
approaches such as FabSim [32] and MultiGrain/MAPPER [33],
the latter of which was used to automate the inference of gene
regulatory networks.

The questionnaire on multiscale computing is intended to
help gathering the consensus on the meaning of multiscale in

Figure 1. Illustration of a systems medicine workflow: (A) multidimensional data comprising molecular information (gene expression, proteins, lipids, metabolites, etc.)

for a large group of individuals as well as clinical parameters or biomarkers (plotted in a three-dimensional format with Mathematica); (B) example of visualization of mul-

tiple factors or biomarkers by a multi-parallel coordinate plot—adapted from [14] with permission from Wiley Online (e.g. patients with thrombotic diseases). Each arrow

from 1 to 10 represents a biomarker, a clinical or a molecular parameter and is plotted in arbitrary units on a separate y-axis. Each patient represents a line linking the val-

ues of all the parameters (1–10). Data from numerous patients result in a high-density bundle of lines, which are represented in a pseudocolor mode to visualize their fre-

quencies. In this example, the parameters of a single patient are shown as black line implying that the individual falls within the subgroup of stroke patients, although

the person did not present with clear symptoms of stroke. The second major subgroup represents myocardial infarction, as indicated. (C) Molecular data from comorbid-

ities can be used to calculate disease networks to identify nodes and hubs as promising targets for drug combination strategies and precision medicine.
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these contexts, to analyse the extent to which these techniques
have been adopted and to determine the areas where major
challenges reside.

Conclusions

In a first effort to promote a structured exchange of opinions and
knowledge between the four communities that will participate in
the future systems medicine playground (medicine, modelling,
data science and computing), we here presented four question-
naires, which we share with all readers, and whose results will be
made public in the future. It is our belief that such collective effort
will help outlining the needs and challenges that will surely
emerge from this new endeavour, ultimately leading to concrete
life-improving achievements. We further invite all readers to inter-
act with the authors of this contribution and with OpenMultiMed,
by sharing any idea these questionnaires may have generated.

Key Points

• Most diseases are characterized by a complex interplay
of multiple factors, which is the focus of the new sys-
tems medicine approach.

• Most disease definitions are 18th/19th century and
organ- or symptom-based and may mechanistically
combine entirely different phenotypes.

• A necessary step is the identification of barriers and
challenges of multiscale systems medicine through a
collective effort.

• We here present four questionnaires through which we
aim at gathering feedbacks from the community.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available online at https://aca
demic.oup.com/bib.
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